conference in London last October to discuss the topic with senior university leaders, the hall was packed to the rafters. A previous meeting, on the 'student experience', was only two-thirds full.
Since 2006, when a small deputation of vicechancellors met with Gordon Brown -then Chancellor of the Exchequer -and convinced him that the RAE was too expensive and complex, HEFCE has been planning a successor that would have relied chiefly on citation analysis, as opposed to subjective peer review. That idea got dumped last spring in the face of widespread scepticism in disciplines ranging from engineering to English literature. Or almost dumped: citation data will still be gathered, but review panels will be given leeway on how to use them.
Instead, 'impact' has emerged as the signature aspect of the REF. That's because the Labour government, having invested very heavily in science over the past decade, is impatient for results. Not Nobel prizes, or papers in Nature, but something the taxpayer can actually eat or use to travel to work.
This new demand has already sent British academics scurrying off in search of a convincing narrative for their own work's influence on the economy, or on society, over the past 10 or 15 years. But given the paucity of an agreed understanding of how innovation really works, there are justifiable fears that this element of the REF will resemble an essay-writing competition, in which departments each submit 1,000-word yarns about how their work has changed the world. It isn't clear how the review panels will reliably assess these expositions.
This emphasis on economic and social impact has been publicly welcomed by university leaders, however apprehensive they may be in private. But it places growing, unrealizable expectations on university research as an I s your work any good? Academic researchers will be asked this question with increasing frequency in this new age of austerity. Next month, the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) releases its final plans for the Research Excellence Framework (REF). This will be the seventh implementation of a systematic UK exercise to assess university research quality that is now the oldest and largest of its type in the world.
Successive Research Assessment Exercises (RAEs) at British universities have been widely lauded, at home and abroad, for helping to raise the quality of research. Their history is instructive because so many other countries are now following suit. Australia, the Netherlands and some Scandinavian nations are imitating aspects of the RAE directly. Extensive university reform is putting France and Germany on a trajectory towards similar approaches.
European Union research programmes, notably the new European Research Council, are energetically pursuing quantitative assessment of the people they support. And research assessment is set to come to the fore in the United States, as science spending slams into reverse after last year's short-term stimulus package. Such a change would mark the end of decades of successful resistance by US scientific leaders to the idea that the quality of their work can be measured quantitatively, like grain output.
The biggest lesson to be drawn from the UK RAE, which has been conducted six times since 1986, is social scientists' equivalent of the uncertainty principle: such exercises influence the behaviour of the observed, often in unforeseen ways. Whatever is measured becomes emphasized, probably at the expense of whatever is not. And as metrics change -as they must to stop institutions gaming the systemthe process loses simplicity, transparency and credibility. When that happens, the exercise's direct influence on funding may be disrupted -enraging university staff, who spend so much time preparing for it.
High-impact performance
The UK RAEs have become the central measure of university success, even though the government funding apportioned on the basis of their results is just 6% of total annual university income -£1.5 billion (US$2.4 billion) out of £24 billion this year. When the Oxfordbased Higher Education Policy Institute held a 
